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Magnetic torque �3�T�46 K�, dc magnetic susceptibility �2�T�300 K�, and ac magnetic susceptibility
�2�T�30 K� are reported for PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN. The torque curves exhibit a sinusoidal line
shape for temperatures above 6 K. This result as well as the temperature dependence of the dc magnetic
susceptibility above 13 K was analyzed by employing an anisotropic Heisenberg model in one dimension. The
compound exhibits spontaneous magnetization below 6 K. The torque measurements at 3 K revealed that the
direction of this spontaneous magnetization is parallel to the easy axis of the mother antiferromagnetism. The
ac susceptibility measurements demonstrated the fluctuation of the spontaneous magnetization up to 13 K. A
model of charge-ordered ferrimagnetism is proposed in order to explain these results. This model explains the
spontaneous magnetization which commonly appears in conducting salts of �Fe�Pc��CN�2� and their
derivatives.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.80.024424 PACS number�s�: 75.47.De, 75.30.Gw, 75.50.Xx

I. INTRODUCTION

The �Fe�Pc��CN�2� molecule �Fig. 1; Pc=phthalocyanine�
has a unique feature from the viewpoints of spintronics and
magnetism. The d electrons of Fe�III� at the center of the Pc
ring are in a low-spin state with S=1 /2. Because of the four-
fold symmetry of �Fe�Pc��CN�2�, the orbital magnetic mo-
ment of Fe�III� is not completely quenched. Consequently,
the d electrons in Fe�III� behave as a local magnetic moment
with highly anisotropic g factors. �gxx=0.52, gyy =1.11, and
gzz=3.62 in the case of PNP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�,1 See the defini-
tion of the xyz principal axes in the g tensor shown in Fig. 1.�
On the other hand, the � electrons originating from the Pc
ring of �Fe�Pc��CN�2� are a potential source of conduction
electrons. Since the d and � electrons belong to the same
molecule, a large d-� interaction is inherently expected in
�Fe�Pc��CN�2�.

Up to now, there have been several molecular conductors
reported for the charge-transfer salts of �Fe�Pc��CN�2� and
their derivatives, TPP�Fe�Pc�Br2�2 and TPP�Fe�Pc�Cl2�2.2–6

All the reported salts have three-quarter-filled one-
dimensional bands and exhibit giant negative magnetoresis-
tance �GNMR�. This GNMR is an interesting phenomenon
both experimentally and theoretically.7 In the case of
TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2, the resistance ratio R�H� /R�0� is less
than 0.01 at T=20 K and H=350 kOe.8 It is not caused by
a phase transition such as the field-induced metal-insulator
transition observed in the manganese oxides9 and
�-�BETS�2FeCl4.10 It is highly anisotropic in regard to the
magnetic-field direction reflecting the molecular orientations
of �Fe�Pc��CN�2�. This tendency is qualitatively explained
by considering the large g-factor anisotropy of Fe�III�.11

In order to study this GNMR phenomenon in detail, the
magnetic states of both d- and �-electron systems should be
clarified on the basis of microscopic pictures. Recently we
have measured the magnetic torque and heat capacity of
TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2 salt and analyzed them together with
magnetic susceptibility data on the basis of the one-
dimensional anisotropic Heisenberg model.12 Our study re-
vealed that: �i� the peak in the magnetic susceptibility data
around 25 K is due to the antiferromagnetic short-range or-
der of d electrons; �ii� � electrons fall into an antiferromag-
netic state below 13 K, with fluctuations of state appearing
even at 17 K; and �iii� an anomalously large spin-flop field
�80 kOe at 9 K� is observed for the �-electron antiferromag-
netic state. We also proposed that: �iv� magnetic behaviors of
conducting �Fe�Pc��CN�2� salts are essentially governed by
exchange interactions within the �Fe�Pc��CN�2� chain; �v�
the � electrons below 13 K are not in a genuine antiferro-
magnetic state, and accompanied by a parasitic ferromag-
netism; �vi� this parasitic ferromagnetism may cause the
GNMR. On the other hand, the origin of this parasitic ferro-
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FIG. 1. Molecular structure of �Fe�Pc��CN�2� and the definition
of xyz principal axes in the g tensor of Fe�III� in �Fe�Pc��CN�2�.
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magnetism was not clarified in the previous report. Here in
this paper we present a possible mechanism of this unique
magnetism widely found in the conducting �Fe�Pc��CN�2�
salts.

In the studies of parasitic ferromagnetism, it is quite im-
portant to determine the direction of spontaneous magnetiza-
tion in relation to the easy axis of the antiferromagnetism,
which is the mother of the parasitic ferromagnetism. For ex-
ample, the direction of the spontaneous magnetization is per-
pendicular to the easy axis in the case of canted antiferro-
magnetism, which is a possible origin of the parasitic
ferromagnetism. On the other hand, the direction is parallel
to the easy axis in the case of the ferrimagnetism, which is
another possible origin.

The �Fe�Pc��CN�2� salts are a complicated system com-
posed of d and � electrons. Both can form an antiferromag-
netic order. However, we can infer that the easy axis of the
antiferromagnetic order should be parallel to the CN axis of
�Fe�Pc��CN�2� in either case. The reason is that this direction
coincides with that of the largest g factor of the Fe�III� d
electrons in �Fe�Pc��CN�2� and the magnetic anisotropy en-
ergy of � electrons arises from the d-� interaction. In fact,
we have successfully reproduced the magnetic torque curve
of TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2 within the ab plane below 13 K on
the basis of the assumption that the easy axis of the antifer-
romagnetic � electrons is parallel to the CN axis of
�Fe�Pc��CN�2�.12

By taking this into account, we can clarify the origin of
the parasitic ferromagnetism if we could determine the direc-
tion of the spontaneous magnetization. However,
TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2 salt, which we have previously studied,
has four equivalent �Fe�Pc��CN�2� molecules connected by a
fourfold screw axis in the unit cell. This made it impossible
to determine the direction of the spontaneous magnetization
in relation to the easy axis, which should be parallel to the
CN axis of the �Fe�Pc��CN�2� molecule. Thus, we have cho-
sen PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN �PTMA:
phenyltrimethylammonium= �C6H5��CH3�3N� in this mag-
netic torque measurement.3

Figure 2 shows the crystal structure of
PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN �Pnnm: a=13.900 Å, b
=7.332 Å, c=16.317 Å, and Z=1� �Ref. 3� and the angle �,
which defines the magnetic field direction. The starting point
of � is parallel to the a axis. The �Fe�Pc��CN�2� molecules
form a one-dimensional chain along the b axis. The point of
this structure is that the projection of the CN axis in
�Fe�Pc��CN�2� onto the ac plane is parallel to the a axis.
Then, we can determine the direction of spontaneous mag-
netization from the torque measurements for the field rotated
within the ac plane, and clarify the relation between the easy
axis and the spontaneous magnetization.

In this paper, on the basis of the magnetic torque and dc
magnetic susceptibility measurements above 6 K, below
which spontaneous magnetization occurs, we first show that
the magnetic properties of this salt above �20 K are well
explained by the one-dimensional Heisenberg model, and
propose the fluctuation of the parasitic ferromagnetism be-
low �20 K. Then, we determine the direction of the spon-
taneous magnetization of PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN
based on the torque measurements at 3 K. We also report the

ac susceptibility data indicating that the increase in the dc
susceptibility below 13 K is a symptom of spontaneous mag-
netization below 6 K. By taking into account all the experi-
mental results, we discuss the origin of the parasitic ferro-
magnetism which is commonly observed in �Fe�Pc��CN�2�
salts.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The dc and ac magnetic susceptibilities are, respectively,
measured using Magnetic Property Measurement System
�MPMS� and Physical Property Measurement System
�PPMS� manufactured by Quantum Design Co. Magnetic
torque was measured using commercially available contact-
type cantilevers of two kinds �NPX1CTP003 and SSI-SS-
ML-PRC400, Seiko Instruments�. The former is a standard-
type cantilever used for Atomic Force Microscopy �AFM�
�Nanopics, Seiko Instruments�. A molding of black resin
covers electrical wires in this cantilever. The latter is a can-
tilever specialized for low-temperature experiments. In this
cantilever, electrical wires are uncovered.

We developed the experimental technique originally re-
ported by Ohmich and Osada.13 Figure 3�a� shows the bridge
circuit used for our measurements. The two resistors, Rr and
Rs denote the piezoresistive paths for a reference and a
sample, respectively. The values of Rr and Rs are almost the
same, 700�600 ohms at room temperature, and 550
�450 ohms at 10 K. Film resistors of equal resistance are
used for R1 and R2 in the bridge circuit. Their typical resis-
tance was 100 kohms. The entire bridge circuit was incorpo-
rated in the cryostat. We applied an appropriate bias voltage
between A and B and measured VCD and VEF. This procedure
enables one to cancel the resistances of the lead wires. Since
the absolute values of Rs and Rr are influenced by tempera-
ture, magnetic-field strength, and magnetic-field orientation,
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FIG. 2. �Color online� The crystal structure of
PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN within the ac plane and the defi-
nition of the angle � in the magnetic torque measurements.
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we evaluated VEF /VCD as the final output from the bridge
circuit. Ideally, this output should be a relative change in Rs
against Rr+Rs, and proportional to the torque applied to the
cantilever. Actually, the output contains a small offset arising
from the nonequivalency in Rs /Rr or in R1 /R2.

On the basis of experiments using graphite as a standard
sample, we found the bridge output, �VEF /VCD, to be in
proportional to the torque as far as the output is within
�0.4%. In this region, magnetic torque is given by

��T� = ��T� 	 ��VEF/VCD� , �1�

where T is the temperature and ��T� is inverse sensitivity,
which is an appropriate function of the temperature. Outside
of the region, �VEF /VCD is no more linearly proportional to
the torque, although qualitative measurements are possible.

Figure 3�b� shows the plot of ��T� /��300 K� as a
function of T. The � values are determined for three cantile-
vers of NPX1CTP003 �#1-#3� and two cantilevers of SSI-
SS-ML-PRC400 �#4, #5�. Five graphite samples with differ-
ent weight �68 
g�2 
g;45 
g�2 
g;38 
g�2

g;24.5 
g�2 
g;48 
g�2 
g� were, respectively, at-
tached to the cantilevers �#1-#5� by using epoxy resin
�Araldite�. As can be seen from the figure, curves of this
function are almost the same for all the cantilevers, and are
approximated by

��T�/��300 K� = a0 + a1T + a2T2 + a3T3, �2�

where the coefficients are a0=0.551, a1=7.51	10−4 �K−1�,
a2=3.82	10−6 �K−2�, and a3=−4.50	10−9 �K−3�, respec-
tively. We also found the � values at 300 K are consistent
with an error of 5% as long as we use the cantilever chips
manufactured in the same batch. This means that once we
choose a chip in one batch and calibrate it, we can evaluate
the absolute sensitivity of the other chips in the same batch.
We determined the absolute values of the magnetic torque in
this way.

Here, we would like to briefly define the sign of the
torque. This is quite important in the analysis of the torque
curves. In this paper, we define the sign such that a sample is
dynamically in the most stable state when �=0 and d� /d�
�0. The crystal axes are determined using the x-ray diffrac-
tion technique.

III. RESULTS

Figure 4�a� shows the temperature dependence of the dc
magnetic susceptibility for bulk polycrystalline samples of
PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN measured under a field of
10 kOe.14 The inset of the figure shows the temperature de-
pendence of the spontaneous magnetization measured at the
zero field for samples cooled in a 50 kOe field from 30 to 2
K. The inset clearly shows that the spontaneous magnetiza-
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� A bridge circuit used for cantilever
magnetometry. The circuit is incorporated in the cryostat. The six
terminals �A�F� are outside the cryostat. �b� Temperature depen-
dence of the normalized inverse sensitivity, ��T� /��300 K� as a
function of temperature. The temperature dependence of the inverse
sensitivity is approximated by ��T� /��300 K�=a0+a1T+a2T2

+a3T3, a0=0.551, a1=7.51	10−4 �K−1�, a2=3.82	10−6 �K−2�,
and a3=−4.50	10−9 �K−3�. As for the definition of ��T�, see Eq.
�1�.
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bility for bulk polycrystalline samples of
PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN. The inset shows the spontaneous
magnetization measured at the zero field. �b� Magnetization at 2 K,
as a function of the field for a polycrystalline sample. Note the
anomaly around H=0.
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tion disappears above �6 K. Figure 4�b� shows the dc mag-
netization as a function of the magnetic field. The anomaly
due to the spontaneous magnetization appears in the field
range below �H��10 kOe. In higher field range, the
magnetization curve is almost proportional to the field. As
can be seen from the absolute value of the magnetization, the
spontaneous magnetization of this compound is not due to a
genuine ferromagnetism but due to a parasitic ferro-
magnetism. It should be noted that similar data of
magnetic susceptibility and magnetization are reported
for TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2 �Refs. 12 and 15� and
PXX�Fe�Pc��CN�2�.5

Figure 5�a� shows the magnetic torque amplitude at 12 K
for the field rotated within the crystallographic ac plane
��ac

�amp�� plotted as a function of H2. The inset shows the
torque curve at the same temperature. These figures indicate
that the magnetic torque is almost proportional to H2 sin 2�.
Figure 5�b� shows the temperature dependence of the torque
amplitude compared with that of the dc magnetic suscepti-
bility shown in Fig. 4�a�. As can be seen from the figure, the
two curves are consistent above 20 K, below which a dis-
crepancy becomes apparent. A similar discrepancy was
found in our previous studies on TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2.15,16

In order to examine the origin of this discrepancy, we
have calculated the magnetic susceptibilities for the field ap-
plied to the crystallographic a, b, and c axes �a ,b ,c� and
the magnetic torque amplitude for the field of 80 kOe rotated
within the ab, bc, and ac plane ��ab

�amp�, �bc
�amp�, and �ac

�amp��,
using the one-dimensional anisotropic Heisenberg model for
d electrons,

H = 
B�
i

�gxxHxSi
x + gyyHySi

y + gzzHzSi
z�

+ �
i

�JxSi
xSi+1

x + JySi
ySi+1

y + JzSi
zSi+1

z � . �3�

Here, the indices x, y, and z are rectangular coordinates,
indicating the principal axes of the g tensor of the
�Fe�Pc��CN�2� unit. �See the definition shown in Fig. 1.� The
parameter g��, J� ��=x ,y ,z� are the principle values of g
tensor and exchange interaction and Si

� is the � component
of the spin operator at the ith site. The parameters used in
this calculations are gx=gy =0.5, gz=4.2, Jx=Jy =16 K, and
Jz=32 K. Details on the calculation method are described
elsewhere.12

Figure 6�a� shows the calculated susceptibilities and
torque amplitudes. Figure 6�b� demonstrates the same ones
normalized by the values at 40 K. As can be seen from Fig.
6�b�, the temperature dependence of the susceptibilities and
torque amplitude are almost the same except c�T�. Those
curves exhibit a peak around T=20 K due to the short-
range-order formation of d electrons. The torque amplitude is
almost proportional to H2 �not shown in the figure�.

Since c�T� is significantly smaller than a�T� and b�T�,
the magnetic susceptibility data of the polycrystalline
samples �poly� of PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN should
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exhibit a temperature dependence similar to �ac
�amp�. This is

consistent with the observations in Fig. 5�b� above 20 K.
Below 20 K, the discrepancy of poly �obs.� from the calcu-
lations becomes obvious, while �ac

�amp� �obs.� is still consistent
with the calculations. This can be explained if we assume
that the fluctuation of the parasitic ferromagnetism, which is
not considered in Eq. �3�, exists below 20 K and that its
influence is significant in poly �obs.� but negligible in �ac

�amp�

�obs.�. These assumptions are plausible, since parasitic ferro-
magnetism below 6 K is not associated with d electrons but
with � electrons, as we show later in the discussion. As we
discuss in the later section, the magnetic anisotropy due to �
electrons in the fluctuating-parasitic-ferromagnetism state is
not so large and d electrons have a large g-tensor value.
Thus, the contribution of � electrons to the torque curve,
which reflects the magnetic anisotropy, should be signifi-
cantly smaller than that of the d electrons.

Figure 7 shows the magnetic torque curves measured at 3
K, where spontaneous magnetization appears. In this mea-
surement, a magnetic field of 40 kOe was applied at 10 K
along the direction of �=�0, and the sample was cooled
down to 3 K in the same field. Then a torque curve was
measured in the reduced field of 5 kOe. The black solid lines
illustrate the observed data of the torque curves and the �red�
dotted lines are the fits of

���� = P sin � + Q sin 2� �4�

to the solid lines. In this equation, the first and second terms
represent the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic contributions,
respectively. As can be seen from the figure, the solid lines
are well reproduced by this equation. Table I shows the pa-
rameters �P and Q� given by this fitting. It demonstrates that
the paramagnetic contribution, Q, is �1.5	10−10 J / rad in
all the curves while the ferromagnetic contribution, P, is
positive for �0�0, negative for �0�180°, and approxi-
mately zero at �0=90°. These results indicate that a perma-
nent magnetic moment due to spontaneous magnetization is

formed along the a axis. �Note the definition of the torque
sign described in the experimental section.�

Figure 8 shows the ac magnetic susceptibility data below
30 K. The increase in the real part of the susceptibility �Re�
below 5 K is probably due to the paramagnetic impurities,
since it hardly exhibits frequency dependence and the imagi-
nary part of the susceptibility �Im� is almost zero in this
temperature range. Above 13 K, frequency dependence is
hardly observed in Re, and Im is almost zero. Below 13 K,
the ac susceptibility exhibits frequency dependence. Peaks
appear both in Re and Im. With an increase in frequency,
the former peak shifts toward a higher temperature and
gradually suppressed. The latter peak shifts toward a higher
temperature. This result indicates that the abrupt increase in
the dc magnetic susceptibility below 13 K �see Fig. 4�a�� is
not a simple Curie-Weiss behavior but reflects fluctuation of
spontaneous magnetization below 6 K. We will discuss this
point in the later section.
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Torque curves were measured in the reduced field of 5 kOe. Black
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�red� dotted lines are the fit of Eq. �4� to the solid lines.

TABLE I. The parameters in the least-square fits of ����
= P sin �+Q sin 2� to the torque curves shown in Fig. 7.

�0

�deg� P�10−10 J / rad� Q�10−10 J / rad�

0 7.764 1.577

30 7.514 1.565

60 6.166 1.544

90 −0.302 1.465

120 −6.307 1.499

180 −7.769 1.526
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IV. DISCUSSION

The most important result obtained in this study is Fig. 7,
which demonstrates the direction of spontaneous magnetiza-
tion parallel to the a axis, i.e., parallel to the CN axis in
�Fe�Pc��CN�2� on the ac plane. Before going to the detailed
discussion on this phenomenon, we compare the magnetic
susceptibility of PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN in detail
with that of TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2.

Figure 9 illustrates the temperature dependence of the
magnetic susceptibility data for both compounds normalized
by the values at T=20 K. The susceptibility data of
PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN are for the bulk polycrystal-
line samples �poly�, and the data of TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2 are
for a single crystal in the field applied perpendicular to the
crystallographic c axis ��c�. Note that both data exhibit
similar temperature dependence. Moreover, these compounds
exhibits similar spontaneous magnetization below �6 K
�see the inset of Fig. 9�. Since both susceptibility data reflect
the component for the field parallel to the CN axis �see Fig.
6 in this paper and Fig. 9 in Ref. 12�, the similarity of the
data indicates that the two compounds are magnetically al-
most the same and their magnetic behavior is governed by
the one-dimensional chain of �Fe�Pc��CN�2�. On the basis of
the magnetic torque measurements, we proved � electron
falls into an antiferromagnetic state below 13 K in
TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2.12 By taking the abovementioned com-
parison into account, we can safely assume that � electrons
in PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN also fall into an antifer-
romagnetic state below 13 K. Here we should emphasize that
the direct proof of the antiferromagnetic transition of � elec-
trons is impossible in PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN based
on the magnetic torque measurement. Since d electrons have
large g tensor, the magnetic behavior of � electrons is over-
whelmed by that of d electrons, and quite difficult to
investigate.17

Now we return to the discussion in Fig. 7. Since
PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN is a d-� system, both d and

� electron can cause parasitic ferromagnetism associated
with an antiferromagnetism. However, we can safely infer
that the easy axis of the antiferromagnetism should be paral-
lel to the CN axis of �Fe�Pc��CN�2� in either case. Thus, the
result of Fig. 7 indicates that the direction of the spontaneous
magnetization is parallel to the easy axis �=CN axis� in this
salt. This conclusion explicitly rules out canted ferromag-
netism as the origin of the spontaneous magnetization in this
salt. It also excludes the possibility that the spontaneous
magnetization is a parasitic ferromagnetism associated with
the antiferromagnetism of Fe�III� d electrons, since canted
ferromagnetism is the only possible way for localized d elec-
trons with S=1 /2 spin to develop parasitic ferromagnetism.

In the case of � electrons having a delocalized character,
there is another possibility. In the following, we present our
model, which explains the parasitic ferromagnetism in
�Fe�Pc��CN�2� salts. In this model, we assume �i� antiferro-
magnetic exchange interaction between d spins on Fe�III�,
�ii� antiferromagnetic state of � electrons in Pc ring below
13 K, �iii� ferromagnetic interaction between d and � elec-
trons on one �Fe�Pc��CN�2� molecule, and �iv� charge-
ordering phenomenon for the � electron system.

Assumption �i� has been already proved for
PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN �see Fig. 6� as well as for
TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2. The assumption �ii� was proved for
TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2. As we have described above, it is ascer-
tained also in PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN. As for as-
sumption �iii�, it should be mentioned that the large spin-flop
field observed in TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2 suggests a large d-�
interaction, although the sign of the d-� interaction, whether
it is ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic, has not yet been
clarified experimentally. Very recently, this interaction was
suggested to be ferromagnetic on the basis of a quantum
chemical calculation.6 As for assumption �iv�, we should
note that the charge-ordering phenomenon is generally ap-
proved in regular-stack molecular conductors having a
quarter-filled �or three-quarter-filled� conduction band.18,19

This phenomenon was experimentally suggested in
TPP�Co�Pc��CN�2�2, which is isostructural with
TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2 but does not have a local magnetic
moment.20 Since TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2 has a local magnetic
moment associated with d electrons, the situation is not com-
pletely the same as those described above. However, a 4kF
diffuse streak was recently found in TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2 at
low temperatures below 80 K.21 This finding provides some
basis for assumption �iv�.

Based on these assumptions, we propose the charge-
ordered-ferrimagnetism model shown in Fig. 10�a� for the
parasitic ferromagnetism in �Fe�Pc��CN�2�. In this model, an
antiferromagnetic order of Fe�III� d spins coexists with that
of � spins. Both have 4kF periodicity, 2b in the real space for
PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN. Since � spins are also
charge ordered with 4kF periodicity, parasitic ferromag-
netism should appear for the direction �projected in the ac
plane� parallel to the a axis �easy axis�.22 This is a kind of
ferrimagnetic order. However the charge-rich and charge-
poor sites are not fixed in this ferrimagnetic state. Thus, do-
main structures, for example, shown in Figs. 10�b� and 10�c�,
should be easily formed in a sample cooled in the zero field.
In the case of Fig. 10�b�, the domain boundary comes from
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FIG. 9. �Color online� The comparison of the normalized mag-
netic susceptibility for PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN �blue� and
TPP�Fe�Pc��CN�2�2 �red�. The former susceptibility data are for the
bulk polycrystalline sample and the latter for the crystal when the
field is applied perpendicular to the crystallographic c axis. The
inset shows the normalized spontaneous magnetization for both
salts. Note that spontaneous magnetization disappear above 6 K in
both salts.
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the phase inconsistency in the antiferromagnetic order of d
electrons while it comes from the phase inconsistency in the
charge order of � electrons in the case of Fig. 10�c�. When a
sample is cooled in a finite field, an energetically favored
domain structure is selectively grown. This results in the
spontaneous magnetization observed in �Fe�Pc��CN�2� salts.

Domain size in this model should be temperature depen-
dent, and not so large unless at extremely low temperature,
because of the one dimensionality of the system. When the
domain size becomes too small, superparamagnetic behavior
should appear instead of spontaneous magnetization, and an-
isotropic magnetization of � electrons is considerably weak-
ened. The latter is due to the cancellation of the effective

magnetic moment along the easy axis. �See Figs. 10�b� and
10�c�.� In such a state, frequency dependence of the ac mag-
netic susceptibility should be detected and magnetic torque
of � electrons are overwhelmed by that of d electrons. This
consideration is consistent with the ac susceptibility data be-
low 13 K �see Fig. 8� and with the torque amplitude data �see
Fig. 5�b��.

At the end of this section, we discuss the possibility of the
fluctuating parasitic ferromagnetism above 13 K up to 20 K.
We proposed this possibility for Fig. 5�b� in Sec. III. Al-
though the fluctuation below 13 K was proved by the ac
susceptibility data up to 6 kHz, the data do not show any
indication of the fluctuation above 13 K. However, we be-
lieve such fluctuation should exist even above 13 K. Since
the domain size of the ferrimagnetism should be quite small
above 13 K, higher frequency and more sensitive measure-
ments are necessary in order to detect the fluctuation in the
ac susceptibility measurements above 13 K.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated that the magnetic
properties of d electrons in PTMA0.5�Fe�Pc��CN�2� ·CH3CN
salt at temperatures above 20 K is well described by the
one-dimensional anisotropic Heisenberg model. We proved
the spontaneous magnetization parallel to the easy axis in
this salt. Based on this finding, we propose a charge-ordered-
ferrimagnetism model, where parasitic ferromagnetism is
formed as a result of ferromagnetic �-d interaction, the
charge order of the � electrons, and the antiferromagnetic
order of the d electrons. This model is commonly applicable
to the conducting salts of �Fe�Pc��CN�2� and their deriva-
tives.
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